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TSCP’s Autumn Symposium & Expo
will be held at historic Ditton Manor
CA Technologies is hosting TSCP’s Autumn event at its UK headquarters at Ditton Manor, just outside of London. Unlike
many of the venues that are familiar or familiar -looking to conference goers, Ditton
Manor has a uniquely historic past.

A Brief History of Ditton Manor
The history of Ditton Park and Ditton
Manor is dotted with its ownership passing
through several families and back to the
crown since its first mention in the Doomsday Book in 1086 when it was owned by
William, Son of Ansculf. In the hands of Sir
John de Molyns in 1331, he was granted a
license by Edward III to fortify his mansion
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and to build a park of 38 acres. In 1472 the
property reverted to the crown and was at
the time the residence of Cardinal Wolsey.

Compass Observatory there where navigation equipment was designed and built for
the Royal Navy.

Anne Boleyn was Keeper of Ditton Park in
1532 as part of her endowment from Henry
VIII. His first daughter, the future Queen
Mary I, spent much of her young childhood
here. In 1615, the property was given to Sir
Ralph Winwood, who rebuilt the house
around the original tower and enlarged the
moat. The Winwood house burned down
in 1812. Sir Ralph’s granddaughter married
into the Montagu family; they then built
the present Manor, which remained in the
Montagu family until it was sold to the Admiralty in 1917. The Admiralty built their

Computer Associates, now CA Technologies, purchased the Park in the 1990s and
built CA’s European Headquarters. The
Manor House sits at the center of the 200acre estate created in the traditional English landscape style, with fine views over
the moated island to parkland, woodland
and lakes.
Ditton Manor
Ditton Park Road Datchet
Slough Berkshire SL3 9LL
Tel: (44) (0) 1753 242880

chairman’s corner
TSCP Sees Growth,
Change in 2012
This year has been one of tremendous change, recognition by major private and public actors, as well as
significant growth for TSCP. As we approach the end of what has been a busy and fruitful 2012, next year
promises to be as productive, a year in which every TSCP member will “roll up its sleeves.”
TSCP has added several new Technology members since spring, each of whom brings unique capabilities
that enhance our toolset. We will make sure that each one of them gets the most out of its involvement
in this collaborative effort towards enhancing security in Cyberspace.
We have stepped up our outreach to non-members to encourage membership, and to existing members
to encourage broader participation, sponsoring new forums to spur active dialog within the Special Interest Groups and topical Webinars. These forums are putting TSCP’s ear to the ground, hearing what
industry is saying about secure collaboration – the issues and solutions alike.
I am very pleased with our progress in 2012; I encourage you to visit our website often in the coming
months as TSCP’s growth manifests in increased activity as new projects and new Working Groups get
underway.
In early October, TSCP will hold its Autumn 2012 Symposium in the UK. CA Technologies will host this
event at their UK headquarters; please visit www.tscp.org for detailed information for this event, including the agenda, the list of speakers and the forums.
I hope you’ll join us there, and see first-hand what we’re working on as we head into 2013.

With my warmest Secure Collaborative regards,

Philippe Laflandre
Chairman, Transglobal Secure Collaboration Program
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Boeing’s Kevin Meehan:

Active Participation is Key to
Adoption of TSCP Solutions
TSCP has been transforming over the past year, signaling a shift in focus and strategy but not objective:
to improve and enhance the security of the collaborative environments all TSCP members rely upon
to conduct business day to day, to protect sensitive
information.

Kevin Meehan, CISO,
The Boeing Company

To remain effective and timely, organizational strategies must be examined periodically , and for TSCP,
examination means looking closely at where the organization has been, where it intends to go – and
how TSCP and its members will get there.

TP: The global economic situation continues to stress
IT investments. In the area of Secure Collaboration
with Industry and Government, what key initiatives and
services do you envision will be critical over the next
five years? And where is Boeing placing its IT investments, particularly related to security?
MEEHAN: The proliferation of Cloud-based initiatives and the
push for Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) are changing the way
organizations are thinking about identity management, access
control and attribution. I see these challenges continuing to drive
key initiatives and services over the next five years.
We have invested in some key initiatives to protect our enterprise
from attack. One area of interest to us is authentication and authorization. We continually look for ways to improve these so that we
can securely communicate with our partners and customers.
TP: Technology solutions are driven by business
drivers that tie to a corporate strategic plan. How is
Boeing managing [its] strategic plan to align solutions
with the constant change in business requirements,
given the [current speed of technical change]? What
goals and objectives in the corporate strategic plan
are directly related to your IT strategic plan?
MEEHAN: In Information Security our key strategies are focused
around investing in our people, ensuring that our systems are
highly available, up to date and operating with the latest technology has to offer. We are continually guarding against APT, looking
at emerging technologies and ensuring that our long term strategic
road map is pointed in the right direction. The framework that
drives the alignment of security-based solutions in a constantly
6
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As TSCP continues its transformation, its leadership looks to the executives and senior managers of
its platinum members and government organizations to chart TSCP’s course beyond 2012.
Trust Points (TP) recently spoke with Kevin Meehan, The Boeing Company’s CISO, to get his perspective of the business environment that his company faces each day, and how he faces the challenges.
The following is an excerpt from that discussion.

changing environment is one that relies heavily on understanding
the business drivers and then creating secure, interoperable solutions that are not restrictive to doing business.
TP: What are Boeing’s key objectives related to IT cyber security and identity? Are you pursuing federated
access applications internally and/or externally?
MEEHAN: We are enabling federated platforms wherever we can.
We have been successful with this with some of our airline customers and suppliers. We’re also evaluating solutions we can use
for other methods of two factor authentication. This dramatically
improves the security posture for the suppliers, customers. By applying improved methods of authentication and authorization we
do try to do as much of it in the background so as not to impose
too many steps or restrictions in the process. I try to promote a
concept for our customers that “security just happens” and it’s my
job to ensure that it does.
TP: What efforts are currently underway and what are
best practices or lessons learned in doing data discovery, content classification and data tagging?
MEEHAN: We are leading several efforts within this space. Information Labeling and Handling (ILH) and Intellectual Property
Working Group (IPWG) are two of our main initiatives. One of
the main points to consider when embarking on these types of initiatives is scalability. It is one thing to have a solid concept; however, it is another thing altogether to operationalize that concept
to scale. To be successful in these areas it is critical to be directly
involved in the development of international standards, which we
are continuing to do.

TP: Are there additional collaborative capabilities that
are common across the industry that would benefit
from a standardized approach that TSCP should address?
MEEHAN: The current state of collaborative capabilities revolves
around the concepts of Identity Management (IdM) and federation. Therefore, we should be looking to address future foreseeable
issues, like the next generation of IdM, escalation and de-escalation of privileges, and the role of the aforementioned in relation to
procurement from public vendors.
TP: What IT security and cyber challenges or issues
are coming down the road for your company? What
keeps you up at night?
MEEHAN: One of the main challenges in any large organization
for IT security is how effective they are at the operational level. A
large part of information security is dependent upon a fast and
efficient process for identification, mitigation and remediation of
known or potential vulnerabilities.
Like most large organizations, we are working heavily on modernizing our IT infrastructure. We are addressing issues with mobility
which establishes a more mature posture from a security standpoint. Right now it’s immature within the industry in general. We
have seen an increase in reliance on mobile devices which has led
to increases in vulnerabilities of these same devices. How do we
secure these types of devices so that we can increase our speed of
business without sacrificing our security?
TP: What do you see as impediments to Cloud Computing Adoption within the Defense Industry? What
areas or programs do you envision going to the cloud?
MEEHAN: There is a real concern that the security and maintenance of the cloud environment will be out sourced, resulting in
a loss of control over the end point. That, combined with the motivation of people trying to breach security related to cloud technology, creates a large impediment. Security professionals have to
work harder to get ahead of the hackers. I look at cloud as being
like Active Server Pages 25 years ago. We need to develop remote
wiping and monitoring capabilities and do risk assessments. However, solutions can’t be too difficult for the user.
TP: Looking out 3-5 years, what are your vision and
strategic goals that TSCP could help with?
MEEHAN: TSCP can help by soliciting, from its members, ways in
which we can securely communicate. A part of secure communications is authentication. One area that TSCP can make an impact
in is to aid in the alignment and implementation of concepts like
the Trusted Computing Group’s (TCG) machine health and NSAbased initiatives like automated policy definitions.

TP: In your opinion, what would be the best approach
to adopting TSCP solutions and capabilities?
MEEHAN: The adoption of TSCP solutions and capabilities relies
heavily on making sure they align with your internal roadmap.
Therefore, to get the most out of TSCP, it is critical to actively participate and develop trusted collaboration with the partners while
helping to align TSCP initiatives with your business requirements.
In closing, Kevin asked rhetorically, “Where are the requirements
from our customers? What is meaningful and valuable to our customers in the Defense industry?”
He stated, “At Boeing, TSCP is a priority for us. We conduct a
monthly TSCP internal call and I’m asking, ‘What are we doing,
and when will it be done?’ We need solutions that deliver value
to our customers to remain relevant and competitive. It is this focus that will ensure that we remain aligned on providing the most
functional, usable and secure solutions for our business.”

Kevin P. Meehan is the vice president of Information Technology (IT) and Chief Information Security Officer for the Boeing Company, responsible for protecting the information and
computing resources of the Boeing enterprise. Prior to this assignment, Meehan was vice president of IT Business Systems
where he was responsible for developing and maintaining the
computing application systems that support Boeing Finance,
Human Resources, Corporate, Commercial Capital Business
Units as well as the company’s internal systems. Before that
he was vice president of IT Operations where he led IT governance, mergers and acquisitions, application, development
and sustaining (AD&S) processes, SarbanesOxley (SOX)
compliance and the IT long-range business plan. Before joining Boeing, Meehan was at Verizon Wireless, formerly Bell
Atlantic Mobile, for 21 years where he held various leadership
positions. Meehan was a vice president in IT, leading information security, systems architecture, account management,
business development, mergers and acquisitions, and the
help desk.
Meehan also held several leadership positions in product
development, internet sales, marketing and service, and network product management. Meehan holds several patents for
his work in the cellular industry. Before joining Verizon Wireless, Meehan held several financial planning and accounting
positions at ARA Services and General Instrument. Meehan
received his BS in Finance from St. Joseph’s University in
Philadelphia, PA.
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Denning Sees Cloud
as Tool for Collaboration

Michael Denning
General Manager,
Security,
CA Technologies

Mike Denning leads the Identity and Access Management business at CA Technologies. He is responsible for ensuring the company’s products, services
and partnerships help customers minimize risk,
boost compliance and securely adopt next generation technologies. The company does this by making sure the right people have the right access to
information from the right devices across all environments – mainframe and distributed to virtual
and cloud.
Denning joined CA Technologies in November
2010 from VeriSign where he spent 11 years leading
several multi-million dollar segments of the business and increased revenue in each group during
his tenure. He most recently served as vice president
and general manager, Enterprise Security Services;
he also led Digital Brand Management Services.

Trust Points recently had the opportunity to ask Mike Denning a few questions
about his perspective on CA Technologies’ role in the overall secure collaboration space and what’s down the road for
his company.

TP: What technologies, both
current or on the horizon, do you
see as the most significant for your
company’s future success?
MD: Cloud service adoption and collaboration require a new approach to security – one in which business enablement
is the game. We need to get away from the
security of “no” where the collaborative
sharing of information or use of personal
devices in the workplace is forbidden. We
need to instead approach security from the
position of knowledge or intelligence. We
need to ensure our policies consume various elements of information from security
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Prior to joining VeriSign, Denning managed technical services for global accounts at MCI, ensuring
successful network implementation and project
performance for global customers. He also consulted for Booz, Allen & Hamilton, Inc., prior to his
time at MCI.
Following his graduation from the U.S. Military
Academy at West Point, Denning served in the
Army, where he was responsible for planning the
training of a 600-soldier unit and the operation of
subordinate communications centers. As a result,
his unit received honors.
Denning earned his MBA in Information Systems
from Johns Hopkins University, Washington, D.C.

systems so that access decisions are based
on content, context and calculated risk.
Key technology enablers for this approach
include identity and access management
– including federation – strong authentication and data classification. With these
technologies leading the security effort,
we are able to ensure the right users have
the right access to the right data – whether
it’s access to multiple cloud applications
or access to dynamic data under constant
change in a collaborative environment.

TP: What are your thoughts on
Cloud Computing and its adoption
within the defense industry?
MD: Cloud computing is having a huge
impact on IT across every industry. The
details of how it will continue to play out
varies based on a couple factors. First is the
nature of the service to be consumed from
the cloud. We already see many organiza-

tions – from financial firms to governments
and Aerospace & Defense manufacturers –
consuming low risk or commodity services
from public cloud providers. Certainly
many organizations use cloud providers to
scan emails for risky attachments and black
listed senders. Many others are beginning
to consider the cloud for access to inexpensive testing resources, and collaboration
tools supporting low risk project data. For
more sensitive data and applications, we’ll
see private or community cloud providers
stand up limited access cloud solutions and
host COTS tools in them for a limited number of customers who are otherwise already
contractually committed to sharing. TSCP
could be an example of this type of community. Members should be able to share
solutions like collaboration tools based on
membership agreements, the existing contractual relationships from jointly working
for a customer and the profiles such as the
DSIF profile (Document Sharing Identity
Federation).

Over time as security becomes better understood (or simply the fear of the unknown diminishes), I believe organizations will find that public or semi private
cloud solutions will be adequate for all but
the most sensitive data.
Second, economies of scale will simply become too great for organizations to operate
their own data centers for COTS solutions.
Take CA Technologies Clarity PPM tool as
an example. What would make Northrop’s
implementation different than Lockheed’s?
It’s the policy they have applied to the core
product – whether it’s policy about the
look and feel, or the policy applied to control access to the data, it represents items
that could be local configurations easily
applied at or near run time, to an otherwise stock image. One could easily imagine
a cloud operator offering this to a community much like cable operators offer slightly
different line ups of programming in one
neighborhood than the next. The members
of TSCP have already recognized that it is
not their implementation of COTS tools
that differentiates them, but their ability

to do custom work. How many members
operate their own phone systems or travel
agencies today?

TP: All industries, including
defense, have globalized much
faster than many imagined just a
few years ago. What concerns, if
any, do you have about specific
barriers to improvement and
growth, making and keeping
collaboration among industry and
government organizations secure?
MD: There is no doubt that globalization
has introduced new challenges to many
large businesses. We are getting very close
to having the tools and techniques to
achieve secure collaboration among government and industry. The challenges are
found more often on the policy side, not the
technology side. Whether it is legal staff or
auditors who have different opinions about
how a single organization should comply
with a rule, or two governments with rules
which attempt to achieve the same out-

come only in a different manner – these issues require human interpretation and that
can be difficult. Getting agreement on how
to translate policy from one party to the
next will continue to represent one of the
largest barriers to moving forward.
In addition, policies which get enacted in
an attempt to safeguard data by mandating
and restricting its storage and movement
geographically on the internet will impede
growth. In some regards this grows out of
the first item on policy translation and represents a classic security mentality of, “If
I can keep all the data in my data center,
I can keep it safe.” Now we are just seeing
the boundary move further out. My data
canter becomes my org, or my state or my
country. The challenge with this is that this
only has an effect on law abiding citizens,
it does not protect data from breaches accidental disclosures. We must find ways to
automatically contain data when appropriate and ensure protection of it when it is in
unknown or untrusted locations.

Meeting stringent export controls and regulations can put incredible strains on your operations, particularly if you are manufacturing on a global basis to a global customer base.
At Axiomatics we specialize in supplying defense suppliers with future-proof and contextaware authorization solutions that enable them to meet ever changing demands.
To find out more visit www.axiomatics.com
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Access Management
Special Interest Group (SiG)
Presents at TSCP Spring 2012 Expo
Megan Little and Sandeep Chopra,
NextLabs

The Access Management SiG presentation
at the TSCP Spring 2012 Expo gave attendees a glimpse into innovative solutions that
are being developed by TSCP technology
partners. The presentation included key
members of TSCP, NSA and Lockheed
Martin; product demonstrations were provided by technology partners Quest Software, NextLabs, Microsoft and Titus.

Digital Access Management technologies
are more efficient when they integrate rules
into systems and applications, and even
more so when evaluation and enforcement
can occur at run-time across different applications and environments, as users attempt to create, access, work with and distribute information. However, ACLs and
RBAC can be limited in their ability to scale
to accommodate the increasing number
and complexity of business requirements
associated in A&D. Often, rules are most
effective when ACLs and RBAC are extended with the newer approach to Access
Management—ABAC—which evaluates

thorization Information Labeling Scheme
(BAILS), provides a standard framework to
apply labels to information assets, making
labeling schemes centralized, consistent
and automatable.

Presentations by technology partners provided background on the practical challenges they are addressing as they design
TSCP standards-compliant solutions.
Quest Software presented a solution to
address the challenge of maintaining high
system performance when integrating
Collaboration between organizations, supABAC into existing applications. NextLabs
pliers, partners, and contractors is necespresented a solution to enable consistent
sary in the A&D industry. Yet, the
ABAC as data moves across informasensitive data these groups share retion domains, from servers, to endquires reliable protection for export
points, and across communications
TSCP Access Management
compliance, to protect intellectual
channels. Microsoft demonstrated
property, and to ensure national sehow Dynamic Access Control intetechnologies are designed
curity. TSCP Access Management
grates ABAC as a central framework in
around the need to enforce
technologies are designed around the
their new operating system, Windows
access, usage and handling rules 8. Titus demonstrated an approach to
need to enforce access, usage and handling rules in Defense to make collabin defense to make collaboration use attributes such as claims to preoration safer and more secure. To this
apply ACLs, thereby “bridging the
safer and more secure.
end, Access Management rules govgap” between ABAC and the more traern business conduct, and thus must
ditional ACL implementations.
be designed from a deep understanding of business requirements and context. the attributes of resources, users and envi- All four vendor solutions follow the speciTo be precise and flexible enough to govern ronments dynamically. ABAC also presents fications and standards being developed by
authorized sharing of sensitive informa- technical challenges that require standards TSCP. This means customers will be able
tion, Access Management rules must take development to be implementable across to integrate out-of-the-box products into
into account the identity of users, the char- environments and systems.
enterprise applications and endpoints as
acteristics of resources and the environwell as enjoy interoperability in their colments where information is being stored, During the session, participants described laboration with partners, suppliers and
accessed and used.
how TSCP’s Information Labeling and contractors who also use TSCP-compliant
Handling (ILH) Specification will provide solutions. The end result will be safer, more
How these rules are designed and imple- the standards architecture that will enable efficient collaboration among Defense ormented can vary, from manual procedures digital Access Control rules such as ABAC ganizations, even across the most complex,
to digital rules such as Access Control to be integrated as data is shared across sys- global programs.
Lists (ACLs), Role-Based Access Control tems and environments. A key part of the
(RBAC) and Attribute Based Access Con- specification is the Business Authorization
trol (ABAC). However, not all approaches Framework (BAF), that is, a standard way Megan Little and Sandeep Chopra, both
are equally effective in meeting the kinds of to structure access management and label- of NextLabs, are Marketing and Senior
authorization requirements typical within ing rules that have been converted from Manager of Product Communications and
the Defense environment. Manual rules human-readable to digital format. Another Director of Product Management, respeccan be time-consuming and error-prone. key component of ILH, the Business Au- tively.
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Security at the
point of innovation
In today’s fluid global marketplace, innovation requires both agility and collaboration.
But how do you secure collaboration without constraining it? Content-aware Identity and
Access Management solutions from CA Technologies reduce risk, enable compliance and
promote new ways for the public and private sectors to share information and collaborate,
across on-premise, virtual and cloud environments—allowing you to embrace emerging
technologies that help reduce risk and support innovation.
+ FIND OUT how to reduce risk and secure collaboration at the TSCP Autumn Symposium
and Expo, hosted by CA Technologies & UK Ministry of Defense or at ca.com/secure-IT

Don’t miss our keynote
Join Michael Denning as he speaks about
trends in the industry and how they may
affect organisations like TSCP.
Michael Denning
General Manager
Security
CA Technologies

Copyright © 2012 CA. All rights reserved.

Converging Access of IT and Building Resources:
The Meaningful Coming Together of IT and Physical Security
Understanding the Drivers for Convergence
By Julian Lovelock, VP of Product Marketing, HID Global, Identity Assurance
Speed and Simplicity – we all want it.
When it comes to access, we want to use
a single credential to quickly and easily
get the resources we need, when we need
them, whether they’re in a building or the
cloud. The problem is this level of access
has traditionally been anything but simple
to provide.
Organizations often struggle because the
domains of physical and online security
have traditionally been separate worlds.
However, just as the lines of a distinct, defensible perimeter are fading, as the user

population of any given organization is increasingly distributed, mobile and varied,
so are the lines between physical and online security starting to blur.
Facilities and IT must support all the different needs of all their different users
- including employees, partners, consultants, contractors, vendors and customers - and they must enable them to access
the resources they want, from wherever
they are, using whatever means necessary.
They must also provide this access without
compromising security, which is a big chal-

CONVERGED ACCESS CARD

lenge given the ongoing escalation in frequency and sophistication of attacks making up today’s threat landscape. And they
must contain costs, minimizing the capital
investments and operational expenses associated with deploying and managing access systems.
All these requirements and pressures are
forcing organizations to become better
coordinated in their approach to managing user identities and access. As a result,
the physical and virtual security roles that
were once separate are now coming together. Out of necessity, we are seeing more and
more convergence between the two worlds
to enable access solutions that deliver simplicity to the user, with better security at a
reduced cost.

Convergence Reality –
It’s Happening
A holistic, coordinated approach makes
sense, yet it’s not as easy to accomplish
as one might hope. As mentioned, physical and virtual security have traditionally
taken place in two different domains, with
very little visibility into what the other is
doing. This is changing, however, as the
economics of a simple, effective access
solution combined with the capabilities
of today’s technology are accelerating the
convergence between physical and virtual
security.

A converged credential is a single card, which could be an ID badge, that enables
the user to get into the building, log onto the network and gain secure access to
the applications and other systems that he or she needs. The card may also be
used to gain remote access to secure networks, replacing the need for a one time
password (OTP) token or key fob.
A converged credential is more convenient for users, eliminating the need to carry
multiple devices or re-key one-time passwords. It also greatly improves security by
enabling strong authentication throughout the IT infrastructure on key systems and
applications, rather than just at the perimeter.
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The reality is that over the last few years,
these two domains have been forced to
come together to share resources and solve
real problems for the organization. For example, physical access systems already rely
heavily on the IT department, and by implication, IT security, so the more tightly
linked they are the more efficient and effective they can be. In addition, physical
access systems, particularly video, generate
large amounts of data that flows across the
network and is stored in the data center.
Understanding the role this information
plays in the overall security and compli-

ance of the organization can ensure it is
treated appropriately.
We have already started to see some of
the benefits of greater awareness in security incident resolution, as physical and IT
security work together more and more to
address threats. For example, physical security professionals may ask for the expertise of their IT counterparts to help figure
out what a user, who piggybacked their
way into the building, did on the network.
Conversely, when IT identifies a breach,
the log records that tell when a user entered and left the building, combined with
video footage from the physical security
team, can be extremely helpful to validate
the identity of the attacker.
Both groups oftwen rely on the same master user repository (Active Directory), not
only for key attributes like name and title,
but also for role and group information, to
directly drive access rights. Understanding
how each uses the identity database can
ensure a more consistent and secure user
experience. They often must use the same
log analytics tools to provide compliance
officers with consolidated audit records
that account for both physical security and
IT systems access logs; better coordination
on the front end can make the back end
reporting easier and more comprehensive.
These situations have brought to light the
need for these groups to work together; the
more they do, the better they understand
the role each plays and the better the overall access experience and security. Ultimately, the goal is to deliver a single access
solution with strong authentication that is
convenient for end users and cost effective
to deploy and manage.

The Value of a Converged
Access Card
Truly converged access consists of one security policy, one credential and one audit
log. In some organizations, user management is already fully converged, with a
single corporate policy that defines what’s
acceptable and what’s not, a single master
user repository, and a single logging tool
for simplified reporting and auditing. This
makes a converged credential the logical
next step.
It’s cheaper from a capital expenditure perspective because the organization doesn’t

LEGACY CONTACTLESS
Single (non-PKI) credential
over a contactless interface
used for both logical and
physical access

Physical access
infrastructure (readers,
controllers, etc.) are not
impacted

Contactless reader plus software
installed on workstation enables
existing PACS card to be used
for computer login

This approach doesn’t use a public key infrastructure (PKI), which binds
public keys with user identities through a certificate authority (CA). While this
eliminates many of the key management challenges faced by organizations
that deploy PKI, this model supports a limited number of use cases and doesn’t
deliver the same security strength as PKI-based solutions.

have to invest in multiple security devices
for physical access and remote network
access. And it delivers substantial OPEX
savings, reducing the management costs
associated with deploying and maintaining multiple solutions, not to mention the
benefits associated with having a single set
of administration and helpdesk processes
around issuance, replacement, revocation.

How Does It Work?
The technology to deliver a converged access card is available today and adoption
is growing rapidly as organizations realize the benefits of a converged solution.
The following are the three most common
models for converged architecture:
Legacy Contactless enables existing contactless cards (e.g. Proximity, iClass, MIFARE) already deployed for physical access
to also be used for desktop and application
login. Software is deployed on the end user
workstation, and a contactless reader is
connected to or embedded in the workstation. The card can be “read” without needing to be physically inserted into a reader
device. This offers great convenience for
users, who can usually keep their cards in
their wallets or purses; a tap on the reader
with the wallet or purse provides access to
the computer.
The contactless, non-PKI model is being
deployed in hospitals, schools and other
environments where multiple users need

access to the same workstation in quick
succession. It is also being used as a bridging solution, where mandates such as CJIS
require workstations and applications to be
protected by strong authentication.
Dual Chip Cards have both a contactless
chip for physical access and a contact chip
for IT security use cases. While both are
embedded on the same card, the chips are
completely separate. Credentials such as
PKI certificates and OTP keys are managed
on the contact chip using a card management system (CMS).
In many cases, the CMS can be integrated
directly into the physical access card security PACS management system (often referred to as the PACS head-end) to enable
a single set of workflows to be managed
through a single administrator console.
Dual Interface Chip Cards have a single
PKI capable chip with both a contact and a
contactless interface. The card can be used
with a contact card reader for logical access
use cases such as logging in to a computer
or signing an email. The card can also be
used where PKI authentication for physical
access is required.
By default, PKI over a contactless interface is uncomfortably slow for physical
access usage. Protocols such as OPACITY
substantially improve performance over a
contactless interface to enable an acceptable end user experience.
TSCP Trust Points
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Summing Up the Value of
Converged Access

DUAL CHIP CARDS
Two separate chips on the card.
A contactless chip contained the
PACS credentials & a contact chip
with the PKI credentials for LACS

Physical access
infrastructure (readers,
controllers, etc.) are not
impacted

Contact reader plus middleware
loaded on workstation enables PKI
credential to be used for logical access

The dual chip card model is popular with medium to large enterprises with
sensitive IP or customer data on their networks, such as financial services, hightech, and pharmaceutical organizations, because it delivers strong security and
the ability to continue to leverage existing IT security infrastructure investments.

What About Mobile?
Users are increasingly mobile, bringing
their own devices (BYOD) into the organization’s environment, using smartphones,
laptops and tablets to access the resources
they need. According to ABI, there will be
7 billion new wireless devices on the network by 2015, which is close to one mobile
device per person on the planet.
Organizations are trying to support all this
mobile access, while looking at ways to leverage the mobile devices of their users to
help maintain their security stance. There
are already pilots, one at Arizona State
University, for example, to prove the concept of a mobile phone as a physical access
credential.
This requires rethinking the way physical
access credentials are managed. Traditionally, the card and the credential have been
inseparable. However, to accommodate
the mobility of that credential, it must be
decoupled from the container. In other
words, it must be possible to manage the
credential independently of the physical
device on which it is stored.
This is because the phone or mobile device
is often not the property of the organization; for example, when a student graduates from the University he/she doesn’t
hand their phone back the way an em-
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ployee would hand their card back when
they stop working for the company. As a
result, organizations needed to be able to
manage their users’ access, and quickly add
and remove users from the system, without having to physically control or touch
the device.
Mobility is driving ongoing convergence as
it forces the physical and IT security teams
to work together to come up with a solution. The result can be a solution that can
easily manage PACS credentials and IT access credentials on phones in a cost-effective way, while delivering the same level of
security they were used to with cards.

The ability to manage identities and make
decisions on access to both physical and
online assets based on a common set of information makes a lot of sense. However,
it requires a lot of collaboration between
physical and IT security teams, which can
be challenging due to the traditionally separate roles they have played in most organizations. With the increasing distribution,
mobility and expanse of users in today’s
environment, there is increasing recognition within organizations that the physical and IT worlds need to come together.
When they do, organizations can achieve
truly converged access to deliver:
• Convenience – simple and fast access
to resources for users, when they need
it, from wherever they are located.
• Investment Savings – eliminating
capital investments in multiple cards
and approaches, while reducing
ongoing management expenses.
• Strong Security: the ability to trust the
identities accessing an organization’s
resources, both physical and cyber, to
strengthen the security throughout
the infrastructure, not just at the
perimeter.
There is no question, we are going to be
seeing more and more convergence to enable access solutions that deliver simplicity to the user, with better security at a reduced cost.

DUAL INTERFACE CARDS
A single chip on the card, holding
PKI-based credentials. The chip
has both a contact and
contactless interface.

Door readers
must be upgraded.

Contact reader plus middleware loaded
on workstation enables PKI credential to
be used for logical access

User credentials are managed on the chip by a single card management system. It
should be noted the physical access infrastructure needs to be upgraded to support
PKI at the door. The dual interface card model is applicable primarily in US Federal
government organizations, where mandate OMB-11-11 requires personal identification
verification (PIV) credentials, specified by FIPS 201, be used for physical access.
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The TSCP Establishes Intellectual Property
Working Group (IPWG)
As much as the marketplace has seen and
felt the benefits of globalization via the
Internet, the risks are also very real. And
no single industry segment is more at
risk than another. Competition among
businesses continues to grow; companies
across all industries suffer the same risks,
including that of corruption of data and
the theft of intellectual property. Financial
information, business strategies, complex
formulas, HR data – all of it is potentially
valuable to someone on the other side of
the globe or the other side of town.
Among TSCP’s goals for the specifications
and policies that are developed under its

auspices is to design interoperable technical solutions that allow a more efficient
(automated) method of compliance with
Intellectual Property (IP) protection policies. With that goal clearly in mind, the
TSCP recently established the Intellectual
Property Working Group (IPWG), which
will be co-chaired by John Tolbert and
Crystal Hayes of The Boeing Company.
The IPWG will uphold TSCP goals while
addressing solutions to reduce the technical risks faced by business stakeholders
such as the compliance teams, the legal
teams and the procurement teams within
organizations as well as the regulators who
have oversight.

Each of TSCP’s Platinum member companies has an Intellectual Property Subject
Matter Expert participating in the IPWG.
The Group is also reaching out to other
TSCP members who may be interested
in participating and providing expertise
in this area. Julie Sandercock, The Boeing Company project manager who will
oversee the IPWG, comments, “TSCP has
had several long-running projects that
continue today. The Intellectual Property
Working Group is new, and will give TSCP
members a chance to join a project at its
start. I encourage all member companies
who are interested in this initiative to contact me at Julie.sandercock@boeing.com.”

DATA CENTRES WORLDWIDE: 3,000
AVERAGE DAMAGE PER HACK: € 2
ONE PARTNER FOR SECURITY SOL
CYBER SECURITY. In the globalised world of today, governments, institutions, companies
and public authorities share their information through IT-based infrastructure and communication
networks. At the same time, the number of sophisticated cyber threats, attacking vital IT systems,
damaging sensitive data and stealing knowledge, has increased. We are proud that operators
worldwide have selected us for our outstanding cyber security capabilities. www.cassidian.com

DEFENDING WORLD SECURITY

IPWG Co-chairs John Tolbert
and Crystal Hayes, The Boeing
Company
John Tolbert is an Associate Technical Fellow and Security Architect for The Boeing
Company. In this role, John develops and
implements access control and data loss
prevention strategies and consults with
business partners. He also provides technical leadership for the cyber threat mitigation team. As the former identity federation product manager, John worked on
some of the first identity federation projects in the industry. John also managed
the identity federation partner engagement
process and built governance processes to
support the business model.
John is a contributing member of the
OASIS XACML TC, initiating the Export
Control – US and Intellectual Property

0,000
2,500,000
LUTIONS

Control profiles; he is the liaison between
OASIS and the Transglobal Secure Collaboration Program (TSCP). Within TSCP,
John co-chairs the Cyber Security Working Group and newly formed Intellectual
Property Working Group, and participates
in Information Labeling and Handling. He
also serves on several software vendors’
customer advisory boards.
Prior to his involvement in identity management, John was the firewall product
manager and deployed VPN services. Before coming to The Boeing Company, John
worked in system administration and computing security in the manufacturing and
accounting fields.
Crystal L. Hayes is the Intellectual Property Compliance Specialist at The Boeing
Company. In this role, Crystal developed a
program to monitor compliance with intel-

lectual property policies, procedures, and
processes. Crystal leads cross-disciplinary
teams to define intellectual property metadata standards, computing architecture
statements of direction, and next generation technical controls for intellectual
property protection. She participates on
the OASIS XACML committee, and contributed to the development of the XACML
Intellectual Property Control (IPC) profile.
She also implemented tools for automated
policy compliance monitoring and metadata tagging. Prior to this, Crystal was the
trademark and copyright management focal, where she created an automated licensing service. Before coming to The Boeing
Company, Crystal was vice president of institutional trust at Bank of Montreal, where
she managed a $2.2 billion diversified asset
portfolio. She has over 15 years experience
in fiduciary management.

Stuxnet Reveals the Magnitude of Threats
Foreseen More than a Decade Ago
Dr. Robert Thibadeau, Chief Scientist, Wave Systems Corp.

The Stuxnet virus expired on June 24th – roughly two years after
it was first discovered - and barely that long since it subverted
centrifuges at Iran’s Bushehr nuclear reprocessing facility. Yet, this
threat has been well understood for over a decade as evidenced
by the Trusted Computing Group’s (TCG) Trusted Platform Module (TPM) now in over half a billion PCs and laptops. Had TPMs
been turned on and managed at the Bushehr facility, it is likely that
the Advanced Persistent Threat (APT) Stuxnet represented would
have been blunted.
Stuxnet underscored the fact that spear phishing or USB attacks
can alter the BIOS of a computer, and thereby grant invisible control over its operating system (OS) and any software layer above
it, including security and encryption applications. It revealed
the world of BIOS attacks already familiar to engineers at IBM,
Hewlett Packard, Sun, Microsoft, Intel, AMD, Wave Systems and
other founding companies of the TCG. With such attacks, hackers can monitor a user’s passwords, invade networked machines,
assign remote control over online systems, or even permanently
brick a PC. Stuxnet performed the slightly more elegant task of
slowing down a centrifuge, which made it fail to enrich the uranium in a way that took months to detect.
The TPM, first designed in 2001, was the first security device designed expressly to thwart such attacks by securely measuring the
health of the BIOS and other pre-OS-boot code and configurations
in every PC. In 2011, this capability of the TPM led the U.S. National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) to publish Special
Publication (SP) 800-147, which established guidelines intended
to prevent unauthorized changes to BIOS firmware. The agency
is now preparing to issue subsequent standards for measuring the
health of an endpoint BIOS in real-time. Both NIST publications
tacitly recognize that software solutions are an antiquated defense
against attacks that are already active in the pre-boot phase. One
alternative they suggest is to shift the line of defense to a computer’s physical hardware, which offers a deeper and more robust
foundation for preserving the identity and health of a device.
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Attacking the Root
Stuxnet’s antecedents first appeared during the mid-1990s in the
form of rootkit viruses, which simply disabled a targeted computer by subverting its BIOS firmware. The only solution was to
wipe the drive clean and reinstall the OS and often the BIOS. If
the BIOS is persistently altered, however, even reformatting the
disk may have no effect. The machine is immediately re-infected.
Most people don’t realize that jailbreaking an iPhone or rooting an
Android phone are just forms of these same advanced persistent
threats (APTs). Because the attack changes the OS before it boots,
a resulting kernel virus can lie dormant for months before being
activated remotely, or by a certain cue. And, as mentioned, they
can exercise invisible control over the entire software stack of a
machine, as well as that of networked computers. Among the more
famous breaches using this approach were the CODE RED attacks.
But Stuxnet demonstrated that these attacks are now being aimed
against, and probably created by nation states.
To be clear, the threat from such sophisticated attacks is often
highly targeted to a specific goal, such as logging keystrokes and
reporting out information useful to identity thieves. But the attack itself is easy because BIOS firmware is highly standardized,
and does not change often or differ much from machine to machine. Also, “highly targeted” does not equate with a limited, much
less negligible, effect. It’s worth noting that NIST doesn’t generally
respond so vigorously to limited threats. As Stuxnet illustrated,
a highly targeted attack can have a very broad impact. Industrial
control systems similar to those used at Bushehr are commonly
used in gas pipelines, power plants and other key infrastructure.
Pre-OS-boot attacks are essentially unlimited in scope, since they
are employed most often to inject nearly-undetectable arbitrary
code into the functioning OS.
Some of the skepticism surrounding the threat of rootkits amounts
to thinly disguised fatalism. In an industry dominated by software
security solutions, vulnerabilities in the pre-boot environment can

©2012 Northrop Grumman Corporation
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seem like an unpleasant yet inevitable fact of life. They are not,
as NIST helped illustrate when it issued SP 800-147 last year. The
document established the first guidelines for ensuring that changes
or updates to system BIOS come only from an authorized source
and have not been modified.

Again, TPMs can play a central role in fulfilling these requirements. Implemented in hardware, they include Roots of Trust to
provide superior isolated storage and processing capabilities to
reliably compare measurements at boot time with expected BIOS
measurements.

But SP 800-147 was only the start. NIST recognized that protecting
BIOS firmware requires more than passive defenses. Security further demands the ability to monitor those defenses against evolving and persistent threats. As a result, NIST will soon issue its draft
of SP 800-155, which outlines methods for actively measuring the
health of BIOS firmware in real time, and reporting the measurements to a remote authority to detect unauthorized changes. The
question is: What reporting source can be trusted when the preboot environment itself – and any software layer operating above
it – is suspect? The most readily available solution is the hardware
layer operating below system BIOS is the TPM.

Yet, further work remains. NIST’s publications do not provide
guidance for attacks targeting computer components. But securing and measuring the integrity of the BIOS environment was an
essential first step to making meaningful measurements further
up the pre-boot stack. A house is only as strong as its foundation.
Thus, NIST was wise to build on a foundation of strong BIOS integrity, and to leverage hardware-based tools such as TPMs as the
cornerstone.

A Hardware Defense
Designed a decade ago to thwart APT attacks, the TPM is a cryptographic chip attached to the motherboard of virtually every
corporate-class laptop shipping today. Built on specifications from
the TCG, TPMs are widely deployed (more than a half billion have
shipped to date) and represent the single best means for a universal
defense against APTs. Today, activated TPMs are capable of storing and reporting measurements from the pre-boot environment.
Plus, because their security functionality is embedded within
physical hardware, TPMs cannot be compromised or altered by
rootkits or other malicious code.
SP 800-155 (draft) establishes guidelines defining how to measure,
store and report the integrity of a computer’s BIOS to a remote
authority in real-time. NIST’s publication is well-detailed and deserves to be read separately. But, in its simplest form, it establishes
three key requirements:
1.
2.
3.
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Provide the hardware support necessary to implement credible Roots of Trust for BIOS integrity measurements;
Enable endpoint computers to measure multiple stages of the
boot up process prior to execution;
Securely transmit measurements of BIOS integrity from the
endpoints to IT management.
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Rootkits a Pressing Concern
for TSCP Members
TSCP members see cyber threats on all fronts, but rootkit attacks
are especially pernicious—given their silent, pervasive and probing nature.
Implementing a solution to this attack vector is akin to buying
insurance: you prefer to wait until the day before the incident to
purchase coverage. Yet the true cost a rootkit attack may not be
known for years when, for instance, an advisory declares the details of a new aircraft design or weapons system. The cost of lost
intellectual property, new competition, lost contracts and corporate reputation can be substantial. Following NIST recommendations to establish gold values for BIOS and implementing solutions
based on hardware-based trusted computing can provide the insurance you need against APT threats.

Robert Thibadeau serves as Senior Vice President and
Chief Scientist for Wave Systems. The company recently
launched Wave Endpoint Monitor, the only commercially
available solution that uses the Trusted Platform Module
to detect changes in the BIOS that signal the presence of
rootkits.

TSCP Welcomes New Members

The Transglobal Secure Collaboration Program (TSCP) is pleased to welcome the following companies as new members:
Axiomatics, Deloitte & Touche LLP, Electrosoft, Inc., Litmus Logic, and Syneren Technologies Corporation. “TSCP’s growth
over the last few months is a clear indicator of the need for our forum,” said Keith Ward, President and CEO of TSCP. “We are
especially excited by the synergy that results from working with our new members, as each one brings a unique perspective
as well as tremendous expertise to our shared objective of secure collaboration.”

Axiomatics is the world’s leading independent provider of dynamic authorization solutions, with products and services that enable
risk-intelligent access control for business
critical data and secure information sharing
within and across enterprises and clouds.
Its solutions are deployed at leading global
entities within finance, manufacturing and
healthcare industries, as well as in the public
sector. Gerry Gebel, president of Axiomatics’ North American subsidiary in Salt Lake
City, commented, “Axiomatics is pleased to
be joining TSCP and we look forward to addressing the particular access control and
data sharing requirements of the aerospace
and defense industry.” Axiomatics is headquartered in Stockholm, Sweden.
To learn more about Axiomatics, go to http://
www.axiomatics.com.

Deloitte & Touche LLP is a leading provider
of Identity, Credential and Access Management (ICAM) solutions serving both defense
and civilian government agencies. Deloitte
supported the development of the FICAM
Roadmap and Implementation Guidance,
sponsored by the General Services Administration (GSA) and the Office of Management
and Budget (OMB) and the National Strategy for Trusted Identities in Cyberspace in
collaboration with a cross-agency working
group. Having designed and implemented
HSPD12-compliant operating systems, including creating the first fully certified high
assurance credentialing system and managed
service, they have assisted agencies in issuing
110,000 PIV credentials since 2007. Deloitte
was recently certified by three influential
Trust Frameworks - Open Identity Exchange,
Kantara Initiative and Safe BioPharma – to
provide security, privacy and identity assessments for their Trust Framework customers.
“We share TSCP’s goals in establishing and
maintaining an open standards based framework to enable secure information sharing,”
said Gordon Hannah, principal Deloitte &
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Touche LLP, federal identity management
solutions and services. “Given the enormous
cybersecurity and physical security threats
facing federal agencies, working with TSCP
allows Deloitte to continue its work to verify
the identities and entities in the digital realm,
and to establish trust in the use of that identity in conducting business.”
For more information go to http://www.
deloitte.com/view/en_US/us/Industries/USfederal-government/index.htm.

Electrosoft, a long-time TSCP collaborator
and partner, has been a leading provider of
cybersecurity and risk management professional services to public and private sector
organizations since 2001. Recognizing the
role TSCP plays in developing and deploying secure information sharing solutions in
highly sensitive environments, Electrosoft is
committed to contributing to the integration
and adoption of TSCP standards.
“TSCP has a clearly defined strategy for promoting the widespread adoption of secure
data sharing standards,” said Dr. Sarbari
Gupta, Electrosoft President and CEO. “Participating as a member of the TSCP community will help Electrosoft understand more
clearly the needs of the secure collaboration
marketplace, develop new capabilities specifically designed to meet emerging industry
challenges, contribute to solutions for secure
interoperability and share lessons learned.”
Electrosoft is an ISO 9001:2008 registered,
Woman-Owned, Minority-Owned, and
Small Disadvantaged Business.
For more information about Electrosoft, go
to http://www.electrosoft-inc.com.

Litmus Logic brings deep expertise to bear
when it collaborates and innovates with its
clients, converting their competitive strategies into lasting business results. Recognizing the role TSCP plays in developing secure
information sharing strategies in federated

environments, Litmus Logic is committed to
contributing to the integration and adoption
of TSCP standards.
“Strategies that work within an enterprise or
country often hit the proverbial ‘brick wall’
when they must account for external partners, customers, supply chains, and the Internet at large,” said James Ryan, Managing
Partner at Litmus Logic. “TSCP’s specifications drive policy and technology interoperability, enabling sustainable trust across the
community and the Internet, in an affordable
manner. Being part of TSCP will help Litmus
deliver greater value to our clients as they
implement their Internet-facing strategies,”
said Ryan.
Learn more about Litmus Logic at: http://
www.litmuslogic.com.

Syneren Technologies Corporation is a
leading provider of secure collaboration and
information sharing solutions, and will play
a critical role in developing and deploying
commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) solutions
that enable widespread adoption of TSCP
specifications.
“We are excited to share our product and
process innovations with the TSCP community. Major organizations within government
such as departments of State and Defense,
FBI, CIA and NSA can use our Sensitive
Document Tracker (SDT) to prevent inadvertent loss of files from a confidential/Secret/Top Secret network to a laptop (travel or
mobile)” said Meg Vootukuru, founder and
CEO of Syneren Technologies Corporation.
Protection of sensitive information against
unauthorized dissemination is a priority
for TSCP members. Syneren has ready-todeploy solutions that address the specialized
needs of government programs in an ever
open yet insecure IT world.
To learn more about Syneren Technologies,
go to http://www.syneren.com.

Nigel Corco
Nash (Deep
exhibit visi

Phil Kenney (CA) and Mike Denning (CA CISO)
enjoy coffee between sessions

Tim Baldridge, NASA, moderates
PIV/PIV-I working group.

Nir Ben Zvi, Microsoft,
speaks about ABAC

Richard Parris (President, Intercede)
listens intently to colleague.

Rob Boots (NL MoD) and David Butt
(UK MoD) chat during lunch break

Kevin Meehan, Boeing CISO, and Chandra
McMahon, Lockheed Martin CISO, catch up
during session break.
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Attendees from Lockheed Martin, NL
MoD, BAE Systems and Microsoft listen
intently to a panel discussion.

Sco
Ba
flig

oran (Intercede) and Colin
p-Secure) stand ready for
itors.

Loretta Dean (Lockheed Martin) speaks as
panelist during PIV/PIV-I working session.

Kim Cameron (Microsoft)
is Cloud expert.

TSCP Spring Symposium in Arlington, Va.
Features Identity in the Cloud
In March, Lockheed Martin hosted the Transglobal Secure Collaboration Program (TSCP) Spring 2012
Symposium and Expo at Lockheed’s Global Vision Center in Arlington, Virginia, located just across
the Potomac River from Washington, DC. The twice-yearly event combines intense participation by
TSCP member companies, which are spread across the U.S. and Europe, so the event provides an infrequent opportunity for collaborators to meet face-to-face with their long-distance TSCP teams and
working group members. The event is also an opportunity for non-members to engage TSCP members
and contribute to the process of thoughtful innovation that TSCP brings to global secure collaboration.
The Expo is a forum for member companies to demonstrate their products and processes that lend
themselves to secure collaboration solutions.

ott Fitch (Lockheed Martin) and Fekke
akker (NL MoD) take in one of the many
ght displays at the Global Vision Center.

Greg Roecker (Lockheed
Martin) welcomes TSCP to
the Global Vision Center

TSCP members include BAE Systems, The Boeing Company, EADS, Lockheed Martin, Northrop
Grumman, Raytheon, U.S. Department of Defense, U.S. Government Services Administration, U.S.
Secret Service, the French Government, UK Ministry of Defence, the Netherlands Ministry of Defence,
Microsoft, CA Technologies, ActivIdentity, Axiomatics, Boldon James, CertiPath LLC, Deep-Secure,
Deloitte & Touché, ElectroSoft Services, FuGen Solutions, Gemalto, Intercede, Litmus Logic, National
Aerospace Laboratory, NextLabs, Wave Systems.

Greg Roecker (Lockheed
Martin) and Marty Wargon
(Wave Systems) have
lively discussion.

Keith Ward, TSCP’s President & CEO,
introduces key speaker.
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Avoiding Hidden Secrets
in Search Results
Information leakage can have dire consequences
Simon Wiseman, Deep Secure

Sharing Secrets
When sharing information using email, the recipient receives the
information the sender chooses to give. Information can also be
shared by placing documents into repositories and allowing others to search for relevant documents and retrieve them. Access to
documents in the repository can be controlled so users can only
view the information held in documents they have been given permission to access.
Information sharing can be more effective if access to documents
is controlled at the paragraph level, rather than in terms of complete documents. Sensitive documents inevitably contain a lot of
information that can be shared more freely and widely, and paragraph level controls allow this to happen. Typically, when a document is accessed, the sensitive parts of it that cannot be released to
the user are removed – a process called redaction.
Because search results reveal something about the documents they
identify, users can glean information from the documents without
having to open them. There is no easy solution, yet it is possible to
construct systems so this kind of subtle information leakage does
not occur, allowing the benefits of fine grain information sharing
to be realised without compromising sensitive information.

Learning from What You Are Not Told
Suppose you have a repository containing all your documents, including some sensitive ones, which are indexed by a search engine.
A simple way of securing this is to place a guard between the users
and the repository and have it reject attempts by users to retrieve
documents they do not have permission to access.
For example, suppose an aircraft’s range is sensitive information,
so the document giving the aircraft’s specification is marked “SECRET.” A user who does not have a SECRET clearance cannot access the document but might perform a search that lists the document in its results. The user can learn from the search results that
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the document contains what they are looking for, even though they
have not accessed the document. This is because the search engine
looked in the document to see if it matched the user’s search query
and effectively tells the user that their search terms are present in
the document by returning it in the search results.
The search engine does not directly reveal information to the
user, but it allows the user to confirm a guess. So the user can play
“twenty questions.” For example, the user might know the aircraft’s
range is about 1400km and so they just have to guess at the values
around that point until the search engine returns a result (Fig 1).
This might be tedious for a user but it can be readily automated
and there are ways in which the number of tries can be reduced.
And that is how the search engine lets the cat out of the bag. The
solution is to filter the search results so they only mention accessible documents, then if the search engine identifies a document
containing the search phrase the user is not told and so they learn
nothing from the results. This is something that SharePoint can do
based on document permissions.
Alternatively, a guard placed between the user and the search engine can perform this filtering (Fig. 2). It accesses the repository
to check each document in the search results to see if the user can
access them, and removes them from the results if not.
If paragraph level labeling is used in documents, a guard placed
between the user and the repository can redact sensitive paragraphs so the user fetching the document does not see them.
So instead of hiding sensitive documents reported in the search
results, the user is given a full list but if they access a document
containing sensitive information, the relevant paragraphs are
removed.
Unfortunately, this doesn’t work, because the user learns something about the document even before they open it – they know
its original contents match the search query even if the redacted
version they can open does not contain the data (Fig 3). Thus,

the fine-grained sharing introduced by
paragraph marking does not protect the
information content of the sensitive paragraphs.

Fig 1: confirming a guess about sensitive facts

Fine Grain Sharing
and Secure Searching
The only complete remedy for the problems that arise with fine grain information
sharing is to prevent data the user cannot
access being indexed by the search engine
they use. Sensitive paragraphs that cannot be revealed to the user will then never
match the query and so the results will not
reveal information about that data to the
user.
This can be achieved by putting a Guard
that redacts documents between the search
engine and the document repository so the
search engine only gets to index redacted
data. This solution results in documents
being redacted when the search engine indexes them and when users retrieve them.
The inefficiencies of this can be avoided by
providing each user community with its
own repository as well as a search engine.
Then, as documents are published, they
are copied to the various communities
through a Guard that redacts them (Fig 4).
This means documents are only redacted
once, each time they are updated.

Fig 2: a Guard can filter sensitive search results

Fig 3: a Guard redacting retrieved documents

To prove the effectiveness of this approach,
Deep-Secure Ltd, specialist providers of
software-based products, and FoundationIT, strategic infrastructure platforms
specialists, have joined forces on a joint
project that aims to demonstrate how information management can to work in a
federated cross-domain environment.
FoundationIT’s technology manages the
replication of documents and data in a heterogeneous environment, while Deep-Secure’s Guards protect the network boundaries, support secure communications and
enforce content security policies on shared
data including label-based redaction.

Fig 4: a Guard redacting copies of shared documents

The project culminates in a demonstration
of the capability in late 2012, using the defence supply chain as an example.
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